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Wear Your Hard Hats 33

many of you Democrats smirking now. Anyone would be better than 

Trump, you’re thinking. But a movie star?

In 2004, Joseph S. Nye Jr., a professor at Harvard’s John F. Ken-

nedy School of Government, wrote a book, Soft Power: The Means to 

Success in World Politics, that attributes the power of nations to more 

than force or the potential to use force. Nye calls that traditional kind 

of power “hard power.” “Soft power,” he says, is the indirect power 

nations have to influence other nations rather than to coerce them. 

According to Nye, every nation’s soft power in the world falls into 

three categories: “Its culture (in places where it is attractive to others), 

CEO Likeability and  
Corporate Social Responsibility

FORBES “JUST 
100” RANKING

COMPANY CEO
GLASSDOOR 
RATING AND 
YEAR

#1 Microsoft Satya Nadella 96% (2018)

#2 Intel Robert H. Swan (not yet rated)

#3
Alphabet 
(Google)

Sundar Pichai 96% (2017)

#4
Texas 
Instruments

Rich Templeton 93% (2017)

#5 IBM Ginni Rometty 68% (2018)

#6 Nvidia
Jen- Hsun 
Huang

99% (2017)

#7 VMware Pat Gelsinger 90% (2017)

#8
Procter & 
Gamble

David Taylor 90% (2017)

#9 Adobe Systems
Shantanu 
Narayen

96% (2017)

#10 Cisco Systems Chuck Robbins 91% (2018)
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Wear Your Hard Hats 35

Likeable entertainers also have the power to save lives. Consider 

Angelina Jolie. In May 2013, she wrote an opinion piece for the 

New York Times explaining the reasons behind her decision to have 

a preventive double mastectomy. “My doctors estimated that I had 

an 87 percent risk of breast cancer and a 50 percent risk of ovarian 

cancer,” she wrote, revealing that she carries a rare mutation of the 

BRCA1 gene. “Once I knew that this was my reality, I decided to be 

proactive and to minimize the risk as much I could.”

The article went viral. According to one survey conducted a few 

weeks later, researchers from the University of Maryland and Johns 

Hopkins University found that nearly three in four American adults 

were aware of Jolie’s double mastectomy.

After Jolie’s announcement, the number of women getting tested 

for breast cancer spiked. A study led by Harvard Medical School re-

searchers published in the BMJ (formerly the British Medical Journal ) 

Lifetime Box Office, Worldwide,  
for Actors in Leading Roles

RANKING ACTOR
TOTAL BOX 
OFFICE 

FILMS
MONEY 
PER FILM

#1
Robert Downey 
Jr.

$11,347,906,177 43 $263,904,795

#2
Scarlett 
Johansson

$10,786,869,239 28 $385,245,330

#3 Johnny Depp $10,292,180,982 50 $205,843,620

#4 Tom Cruise $10,013,446,441 42 $238,414,391

#5
Samuel L. 
Jackson

$9,908,090,427 59 $167,933,736

#6 Vin Diesel $9,656,383,827 22 $438,926,538

#7 Tom Hanks $9,498,831,861 49 $193,853,711

#8 Emma Watson $9,093,129,400 15 $606,208,627

#9 Daniel Radcliffe $8,233,524,904 20 $411,676,265

#10
Chris 
Hemsworth

$8,155,464,381 20 $407,773,219
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America’s Food Chain of Likeability 53

appeal, with 60 percent of the score based on awareness. Why so 

much emphasis on awareness? As Matt Delzell, TMA’s managing di-

rector, told me: “Five years ago, Brooke Burke and Oprah Winfrey 

had similar appeal. Brooke had won a season on ABC’s Dancing with 

the Stars and then cohosted the show (from 2010 to 2013). Oprah 

was known by 98 percent of the population, as she is now, and Burke 

was known by about 10 percent. But of the 10 percent that knew her, 

they liked her to the same degree that people who know Oprah like 

Oprah. But that doesn’t tell the whole story, and the Celebrity DBI 

takes it into account.”

As of early 2019, here, courtesy of TMA, are the public figures 

with the ten highest scores for appeal— in other words, the top ten 

most liked individuals in America:

Now that we’ve made stops along the food chain of likability to 

meet the Trainer and the Evaluator of likeability, let’s proceed to the 

final stop to meet the Presenter.

Whom Americans Like Best

RANKING PUBLIC FIGURE PROFESSION APPEAL SCORE

#1 Malala Yousafzai Social justice activist 85.88

#2 Betty White Television actor 85.03 

#3 Tom Hanks Film actor 84.12

#4 Sandra Bullock Film actor 82.91

#5 Lupita Nyong’o Film actor 82.82

#6 Dwayne Johnson Film actor and pro 
wrestler

82.78

#7 Lauren Daigle Christian music artist 82.76

#8 Emilia Clarke Game of Thrones actor 82.68

#9 Denzel Washington Film actor 82.52

#10 Chris Pratt Television and film 
actor

82.33
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218 The Turn-On

to victory, it had never been proven— that is, until 2012, when the 

United States Anti- Doping Agency formally accused Armstrong of 

not only using performance- enhancing drugs but also leading the 

“most sophisticated, professionalized, and successful doping program 

that sport has ever seen.” Soon after, officials stripped Armstrong of 

his seven Tour de France titles and he resigned from the Livestrong 

Foundation. In January 2013, Armstrong went on Oprah and con-

fessed to doping. He apologized to everyone.

How did the scandals impact the likeability of Tiger Woods and 

Lance Armstrong, and which of the two rebounded? Let’s look at 

TMA’s numbers. Keep in mind, scores range from 0 to 100, and the 

ranking places each public figure among approximately 4,500 public 

figures in all. Unless noted, the scores and rankings are for TMA’s 

category of appeal, the equivalent of likeability.

The likeability trajectory of Woods and Armstrong has had a sim-

ilar pattern. Both men endured a precipitous drop after scandal. And 

the likeability of each has rebounded in part, but is nowhere near its 

peak. Woods, however, crossed a 60 percent score for likeability, as 

desirable for an entertainer or sports figure as 60 percent would be for 

a candidate in an election. To be sure, few public figures caught in 

scandal can hope to recover their likeability entirely. The American 

public is forgiving, but it does not have amnesia. Indeed, the best for 

TIGER WOODS LANCE ARMSTRONG

Pre-scandalappealscore 82.22 77.05

Pre-scandalappealrank #76 #409

Post-scandalappealscore 56.91 48.89

Post-scandalappealrank #1,498 #2,694

January2019appealscore 61.12 56.41

January2019appealrank #4,404 #4,563

Who Recovers? Tiger Woods  
Versus Lance Armstrong
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Scandals, Killer Scandals, and Likeability Comebacks 221

Have a look at Cosby and Spacey’s numbers from TMA:

When it comes to Cosby and Spacey, America has its priorities 

right. The nation is unforgiving and offers no chance of a likeability 

comeback for either.

When Journalists Breach Our Trust:  
Brian Williams and Matt Lauer

Journalists must have our trust. More than any other likeability trait 

or subtrait it is essential if they are to succeed in public life. From 

late 2004 to early 2015, Brian Williams had our trust as anchor of 

NBC Nightly News. During nearly that entire period, Williams kept 

Nightly #1 in the ratings. He was beloved not only as a news anchor 

but also as an engaging talk show guest. He was on top of the world.

In late January 2015, Williams retold a story of his flying aboard 

a Chinook helicopter in Iraq in 2003 that was hit by fire and forced 

to land. Several service members began challenging his version of the 

story, saying he was in another helicopter about an hour behind the 

one that received enemy fire. Rather than correct his error instantly, 

as any journalist is supposed to, Williams blamed his mistake on the 

BILL COSBY KEVIN SPACEY

Pre-scandalappealscore 85.14 82.79

Pre-scandalappealrank #19 #41

Post-scandalappealscore 48.03 53.76

Post-scandalappealrank #4,228 #4,602

January2019appealscore 41.52 53.15

January2019appealrank #4,661 #4,605

No Chance at a Comeback:  
Bill Cosby and Kevin Spacey
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Scandals, Killer Scandals, and Likeability Comebacks 223

to do with his news reporting. However, NBC has gone to great lengths 

over the years to promote the Today cast as a family, including a promo-

tional campaign that called Matt Lauer and his colleagues “America’s 

First Family.” In short, they are supposed to be part of our family as much 

as they are there to tell us the news. That’s how our trust in Matt Lauer 

fell so fast. His scandal did go to the heart of why Americans watched 

him in the first place. As for Brian Williams, the shocker is that NBC 

kept him at all— these days at MSNBC— when his numbers for trust 

are unacceptable for anyone in public life, and a journalist especially.

The Jury’s Still Out: Roseanne Barr  
and Mel Gibson

The revival of Roseanne was a top- rated series on television in 2018 and 

looked as if it could have a run as long as the original one, which 

aired from 1988 to 1997. Then came Barr’s racist tweet in May 2018 

and ABC’s near- instant cancellation of her show.

Years earlier, Mel Gibson had made slurs of his own. In July 2006, 

BRIAN WILLIAMS MATT LAUER

Pre-scandaltrustscore 72.59 67.20

Pre-scandaltrustrank #9 #55

Immediateaftermathtrust
score

51.29 38.39

Immediateaftermathtrust
rank

#3,256 #4,603

Early2019trustscore 56.49 41.74

Early2019trustrank #3,985 #4,621

When Journalists Breach Our Trust:  
Brian Williams and Matt Lauer
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224 The Turn-On

after he was arrested for driving under the influence, he delivered an 

anti- Semitic rant to the arresting officer. He issued an apology, but its 

potential impact never got a chance to register. In July 2010, racist- and 

profanity- laced audio recordings of Gibson surfaced. During an angry 

phone conversation with his former romantic interest, Oksana Grigor-

ieva, he used the n- word and equated African- Americans with rapists.

Here’s a look at Barr’s and Gibson’s appeal numbers from TMA:

Mel Gibson, whom you might have thought could never recover 

after his slurs, has seen his likeability recover after several years. His 

appeal score, even if not what it was, is remarkably high for some-

one who made anti- Semitic and racist statements. This leaves hope for 

Roseanne, as improbable as that might seem so soon after her own rac-

ist remarks. Roseanne’s likeability numbers have been above average, 

but not great, for years, suggesting she has always polarized America. 

Odds are, she always will. And that leaves room for a comeback.

The Teflon Man of Likeability:  
Morgan Freeman

In February 2010, Freeman had an appeal score of 89.75, earning the 

#1 spot on Celebrity DBI’s index of 4,500 celebrities.

ROSEANNE BARR MEL GIBSON

Pre-scandalappealscore: 57.25 70.75

Pre-scandalappealrank: #1,732 #1,170

Immediateaftermathappeal
score:

[Notinsurvey] 57.15

Immediateaftermathappeal
rank:

[Notinsurvey] #4,514

Early2019appealscore: 52.53 65.68

Early2019appealrank: #4,613 #4,166

The Jury’s Still Out: Roseanne Barr  
and Mel Gibson
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In May 2018, CNN reported that multiple women came forward 

accusing Freeman of sexual harassment, inappropriate touching, 

and making them feel on edge, whether on set, at his production 

company, or while promoting his films. Responding to the #MeToo 

moment, Freeman said in a statement, “Anyone who knows me or 

has worked with me knows I am not someone who would inten-

tionally offend or knowingly make anyone feel uneasy. I apologize 

to anyone who felt uncomfortable or disrespected— that was never 

my intent.”

That’s hardly what you’d call a full- throttled, unambiguous apol-

ogy. But Freeman’s appeal was virtually unscathed. It took a dip after 

the scandal but remained in the stratosphere nonetheless, and now 

it’s rebounded even further. It seems as if nothing Freeman does can 

hurt him. Take a look at these numbers from TMA:

A Lesson for Rebuilding  
Your Own Likeability

Our examination of celebrity scandals, including their numerical as-

sessments from TMA, can be instructive to all of us. You can fall flat 

on your face, even if it’s a scandal of your own making, so long as it 

didn’t destroy the core of why others liked you in the first place. Say, 

for instance, you messed up at work and your project didn’t produce 

the revenue you promised. Own up to it immediately and broadly 

MORGAN FREEMAN

Pre-scandalappealscore: 89.75

Pre-scandalappealrank: #1

Immediateaftermathappealscore: 78.51

Immediateaftermathappealrank: #295

Early2019appealscore: 82.22

Early2019appealrank: #29

The Teflon Man of Likeability:  
Morgan Freeman
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The Turn- On: A Self- assessment  
of Your Likeability

FAIR PROFICIENT OUTSTANDING

CAPTIVATION (P. 67)

Passion (p. 73)

Presence (p. 76)

Erudition (p. 80)

HOPE (P. 83)

Optimism (p. 86)

Resilience (p. 87)

Goal- Oriented Thinking (p. 91)

AUTHENTICITY (P. 100)

True to Origins (p. 109)

Coolness and Self- possession 
(p. 110)

Self- disclosure (p. 114)

RELATABILITY (P. 117)

Similarity (p. 120)

Physical Proximity (p. 122)

Vulnerability (p. 125)

PROTECTIVENESS (P. 136)

Toughness (p. 137)

Courage (p. 139)

Self- confidence (p. 141)

RELIABILITY (P. 143)

Trust (p. 145)

Stability (p. 148)

Accountability (p. 150)

PERCEPTIVENESS (P. 160)

Fluidity (p. 162)

Curiosity (p. 165)

Humility (p. 168)

COMPASSION (P. 171)

Sympathy (p. 177)

Warmth (p. 178)

Activism (p. 180)
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